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For over two centuries, the mysterious labyrinth of shafts and tunnels under Oak Island, a tiny island

on Nova Scotia's south shore, has been the scene of frantic search by scores of treasure hunters

from two continents. They believe the shafts and an intricate man-made flooding system hold the

secret to a treasure of untold wealth. Crooker meticulously sifts through the evidence unearthed by

treasure-hunters on the island, past and present. Then, armed with some startling new discoveries,

he neatly fits the pieces together to offer a plausible solution to the baffling puzzle of Oak Island.
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Treasure hunters have been tunneling into Oak Island off the coast of Nova Scotia since 1795, yet

no one has found the fabulous treasure that legend says is buried there. It all began when a young

explorer found a clearing on the island that appeared to have been worked. Throw in local rumors of

pirates and buried treasure, and the digging started. The original excavators did leave many clues

which convinced treasure seekers that something was buried on Oak Island, but every time the

digging reached a certain depth, the hole filled with sea water. Crooker, an engineer and surveyor,

presents both a thorough historical review of the various digs and a look at all the theories about the

treasure. Based on his research, he maintains that it was looted by the British from Havana in 1762

and put on the island for safekeeping. Prospectors are still digging, but until the "treasure" is found,

the mystery remains. Recommended for public libraries.- John Kenny, San Francisco P.L.Copyright

1993 Reed Business Information, Inc.



Captain Kidd's treasure! So goes the legend, anyhow, of what lies somewhere within a mysterious

catacomb of tunnels, pits, and rooms on an island hardly a mile long off Nova Scotia. Crooker, who

is a good historian and also quite witty, tells a tale of folly and obsession--he himself has hunted for

the treasure, and one team even constructed a causeway from the main island so they could bring

in heavy excavation equipment. Crooker has written other books about this endless treasure hunt;

this one takes readers though the summer of 1992. John Mort

Of all the books that cover this mythical treasure on Oak Island, this one does it most objectively

with minimum bias. The Oak Island mystery is one of the most mistreated treasure myths around.

There is not origin of the treasure, no proof it ever existed, no reasoning it was ever buried. Here, Mr

Crooker lays out the story, the history, the motives, and the facts. A well documented book, very

refreshing.

Who can pass up a book on gold on Oak Island. Like many others, I am hoping they have found the

right place to dig. However, now comes the hard part....waiting for the summer to go by so that the

next season will start in the fall! And. hopefully, we'll be rewarded with treasures like which have

never been seen!!!

An Oak Island classic that gives due reference to Fred Nolan's work.

This was a fun book to read. Even though it is non-fiction, it reads like a cross between the Hardy

Boys and Pirates of the Caribbean. Unfortunately for me, I think I ended up with more questions

than answers. The book poses several possibilities and points out the folly of so many of the

treasure hunters. This book was written 20 years ago so it doesn't include any recent revelations but

it still covers most of the history of this compelling mystery.

Nicely detailed account. Needs more modern updating but overall not bad.

I enjoyed this book.If you want to find out more about the oak island mystery.then this book is for

you.

enjoyed the book. Lots of historical facts and great theories. I would love to visit the island some



day.

Very informative, historical,and factually enlightening book
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